GMP Designed
6 Lane Slat Counter
Compatible with King SC6L Change parts
Operates with Blanks or Striker Slats

The Modular 48-6 is the most efficient small footprint counter that operates with all Fill slats.

MODULAR PACKAGING SYSTEMS, INC.
385 Franklin Ave Unit C, Rockaway, New Jersey 07866
Telephone: (973) 970-9393 Fax: (973) 970-9388
Email: sales@modularpackaging.com
Main Features:

- GMP design
- Operates with only 48 slats
- AC inverter main drive with safety clutch
- Independent variable speed Top Brush
- Precision slat sensing system ensures accurate counts
- Quick Tool-Less Change-over parts
- High efficiency dust extraction
- Static eliminator
- Motorized head lift
- Color touch screen interface
- Easily removable product contact parts
- Hopper level proximity sensor
- Easy to adjust vibrator assembly